ADDENDUM .......... No. 02

SUBJECT ............... Scope of Work – Section 1.0 Catalog Categories for Desired Solutions revision
    Bid Forms – Revision of Bid Form F - Do not submit
    Revision of Collaborative Devices/ Boards bid worksheet
    Revision of Chrome Devices bid worksheet

    • ITB – Page 8 – Section 1.0, paragraph 1.2, Collaborative Devices/ Boards, revised.
    • ITB – Page 8 – Section 1.0, paragraph 1.3, Chrome Devices, revised.

    • Bid form – Form F list of manufacturers for Collaborative Devices/Boards, do not submit.
    • Bid form – Collaborative Devices/Boards bid worksheet, renamed
    • Bid form – Chrome Devices bid worksheet revised

DATE ISSUED ........ February 13, 2019

Important Note to Bidders:
Only the items referenced in this addendum shall be revised. All other provisions, requirements, and terms and conditions of the Invitation to Bid #ESD112-DE-19A and its related Contract shall remain the same.

Instructions to Bidders:
Bidders shall sign, date and submit the form on this page with the rest of your company’s bid materials. Insert all signed addenda pages, in sequential order, behind Tab #2 in your three-ring binder. (Please insert only page 1 from each addendum into the three-ring binder; do not include subsequent pages.)

Name of Company ________________________________________________________________

Name of Authorized Representative (Please print) ________________________________

Signature of Authorized Representative _____________________________________________

Date Signed
In reference to the Invitation to Bid, Page 8, Section 1.0, paragraph 1.2, Collaborative Devices/Boards:

The Collaborative Devices / Boards shall read:

1.1 **Collaborative Devices / Boards Jamboards.**
These solutions may include but are not limited to the following products: Google Jamboards Interactive Boards, Video Conferencing, Digital signage and related solutions provided by a wide variety of manufacturers.

In reference to the Invitation to Bid, Page 8, Section 1.0, paragraph 1.3, Chrome Devices:

The Chrome Devices shall read:

1.2 **Chrome Devices.**
These solutions may include but are not limited to the following products: Chromeboxes, Chromecast, Earbuds, etc., and related solutions provided by a wide variety of manufacturers.

In reference to the ITB #ESD112-DE-19A Bid Forms:

Form F of the bid worksheets:
- **Form F:** List of manufacturers, product lines, and price methods for Collaborative Devices/Boards
  - Do not submit

Original Collaborative Devices/Boards bid worksheet revised shall read (note the bid forms do not allow verbiage to have strike-through text, verbiage below in red shall appear on bid form):
- **Category:** Collaborative Devices/Boards by a Single Manufacturer Jamboards:
- **Category Description & Requirements:** Solutions offered on this sheet may include the following products: Google Jamboards Chrome Interactive Boards, Video Conferencing, Digital signage and related solutions provided by the same manufacturer that is listed on the top of the bid form. Manufacturers name will be listed on the top of the bid price form. One manufacturer per bid sheet.
  - PLEASE NOTE:
  - To make offers on Chrome Interactive Boards, Video Conferencing, Digital signage and related solutions by other manufacturers, copy this worksheet as many times as necessary (Refer to Appendix F of the ITB) and insert the copies in front of the tab for Chrome Devices.
  - Section 1: List Jamboards all Collaborative Devices / Boards by a single manufacturer. The percentages of price adjustments within this section may vary among the products bid, but shall be more aggressive than percentages in section 2.............
  - Section 2: .... Use the box to the right to apply a price adjustment to all remaining products in this manufacturer's line of Jamboards Collaborative Devices / Boards that are not listed in Section 1 above....

Chrome Devices bid worksheet revised shall read (note the bid forms do not allow verbiage to have strike-through text, verbiage below in red shall appear on bid form):
- **Category Description & Requirements:** Solutions offered on this sheet include but are not limited to the following products: Chromeboxes, Chromecast, Earbuds, etc., and related solutions provided by the same manufacturer.....
  - PLEASE NOTE: To make offers on Chromeboxes, Chromecast, Earbuds, etc., by other manufacturers, ........

Bunny Stevens, Project Coordinator DigitalEdge Business and Financial Management E-Mail: digitaledge.specialist@esd112.org